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Summary. In this paper we consider the problem of programming autonomous
mobile robots in a Multi-Robot System. We focus on the development of heteroge-
neous multi-robot systems, in which each robot is autonomous and cooperates in
order to achieve a shared task. We propose to design Multi-Robot Systems in a way
in which each robot decides the best action for itself but also considers other robots
behavior. The way of designing the robot behavior tries to maximize the benefit of
using communication. We describe how to implement an interaction protocol that
allow robots to decide which is the best action to execute. In order to facilitate the
programming of the robots with the ability to communicate with each other, we use
a set of primitives that allow them to interact easily. The interaction among the
robots is carried out through FIPA ACL.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we consider the problem of programming autonomous mobile
robots in a Multi-Robot System (MRS). The goal of this paper is to use a
Logic Programming framework to define interaction protocols for real robots.
We focus our work on programming a group of autonomous robots that will
cooperate in order to accomplish a specific task. For instance, the cleaning task
problem represents an environment with this kind of specifications, that is, the
problem of cleaning a room full of things by a group of robots. Another similar
cooperative environment corresponds to the robotic soccer domain, in which a
team of autonomous robots cooperate in order to perform a determined goal,
i.e., win the game.
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In the literature, there exist different alternatives for designing and im-
plementing the behavior of a MRS that range from centralized to distributed
approaches. One alternative is to use centralized control. There, a central plan-
ner determines the different task or targets for all the robots (see [3, 9, 10]).
Another possibility is to use a master-slave configuration (i.e., [11]) in which
one robot (the master) decides the best plan for each robot. This plan will try
to maximize their efficiency and to avoid wasting resources. In this alternative,
slaves robots are simple reactive agents that follow the orders of a master.

In this paper, instead, we focus on a distributed solution. We will consider
the development of a heterogeneous MRS (i.e., robots with different hardware
or programmed with different languages or technics). We assume that robots
are autonomous and cooperate in order to achieve a shared task. Thus, each
robot should decide which action is better for the system, considering both
the information perceived from the environment and other robots decisions.
Hence, we propose to design a MRS in a way in which each robot decides the
best action for itself but also considers other robots behavior. In our approach,
the robots will interact with each other in order to exchange their intended
plans and take into account the decisions made by other robots. We will focus
on the communication they may use to coordinate with partners in order to
avoid wasting resources.

In order to facilitate the programming of the robots with the ability to
communicate with each other, we will use a set of primitives that allow them
to interact easily. This set of primitives (see [6] for details) was designed and
implemented as an extension of Logic Programming, since this language is
widely adopted for the development of intelligent agents. These primitives
provide a reliable way for programming communicative agents without deal-
ing with low-level details such as the actual location of an agent, an IP address
or a machine name. They also allow the use of standard Agent Communica-
tion Languages, such as FIPA ACL [5] or KQML [7], and provides tools for
developing standard Agent Conversation Protocols [2, 8].

In this work we consider a physical robot agent as a composition of two ba-
sic elements: (i) a robot with fundamental sensing, navigation and locomotion
capabilities, (ii) a software agent with fundamental cognitive capabilities, such
as problem solving and interaction. In our approach, the interaction among
the robots will be carried out through FIPA ACL.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes an application do-
main that will be used for examples in this paper and proposes a way of
improving cooperation in a MRS using explicit communication among robots.
Section 3 shows how to implement interaction protocols for cooperative robots
in a high level programming language. Finally, in Section 4 conclusions and
related work are included.
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2 Motivation

As mentioned above, in this paper we consider the development of heteroge-
neous MRSs, in which each robot is autonomous and cooperates in order to
achieve a shared task. For instance, consider a simple situation of the clean-
ing task problem where several robots (with partial vision) have to transport
scattered boxes to a particular place, minimizing the motion of each robot.
Therefore, each robot will try to find the nearest box and pick it. Figure 1(a)
shows a possible scenario of this domain where there are three robots (R1, R2
and R3) and three boxes (B1, B2 and B3). Note that the partial vision of each
robot is depicted as a dashed area. In this situation the best solution is that
R1 picks B1, R2 picks B2 and R3 picks B3. However, without communication,
R1 will be the only robot that see B2 and it will pick this box whereas R2
and R3 will keep looking for boxes.

We will show next that using communication robots may arrive to better
solutions. For instance, one alternative is that each robot broadcast its per-
ception (in our domain, its location and the boxes it can see). Then, at the
moment of deciding which action to execute, all robots will have the same
information about the environment. Thus, each robot may try to figure out
which decision will take each other robot in order to obtain the better action it
may execute. However, determining the possible decision taken by each robot
requires a great amount of processing. Also note that there is no guarantee
that the predicted decisions will be correct, since robots can be heterogeneous.

In this work we propose another alternative that tries to maximize the ben-
efit of using communication. In our approach, each robot will decide which is
the best action to execute next by using its own perception. Then, the robot
will interact with its partners and it may reconsider its decision, taking into
account the decisions made by the other robots. This interaction allows the
agents to exchange relevant knowledge also reducing the complexity of the de-
cision process of each robot. Also note that the information about other robots
decisions will be accurate because it is a cooperative system and decisions will
be informed by direct communication.

Following our example of the cleaning task problem, whenever a robot
finds a box, it will interact with its partners in order to determine which one
should pick the box. Thus, this interaction not only informs the others robots
about the existence of the box, but also helps them decide which robot may
pick the box. Another possible domain in which this kind of interaction may
have place is in the robotic soccer. Consider for example that, instead of a
box, B1 in Figure 1(b) is the ball, and that the robots are teammates playing
a soccer game (again with partial vision). Here, R1 may interact with R2 in
order to inform it the ball location and to determine which one will try to
catch the ball.
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Fig. 1. Cleaning Task Problem: some possible scenarios

3 Implementing Interaction Protocols

In this section we will describe how to implement an interaction protocol for
the cleaning task problem that allow robots to decide which is the best action
to execute next. In the selected interaction protocol (see Figure 2), a robot
R1 (the initiator) proposes to its partners (the participants) that it will pick
a determined box, providing both the box location and the distance between
it and the box. Thus, a robot receiving the proposal may agree with the
initiator (R1) allowing R1 to pick the box, or it may issue a counter-proposal,
indicating that it is nearer to the box, and thus, that it should pick the box.
In the latter case, the initiator of the interaction (R1) should decide which
robot will pick the box and it will inform its partners accordingly.

Consider for example the situations in Figures 1(b) and 1(c). In both
situations, following the proposed protocol, since R1 sees B1, it will interact
with R2, informing the box location and that it will pick B1 unless R2 has
a better proposal. Observe that in the situation of Figure 1(c), R2 will agree
with R1 since R1 is nearer, whereas in Figure 1(b) R2 will make a counter
proposal. In the latter case, R1 will decide that R2 should pick the box.

In the situation of Figure 1(a) there are three robots and again R1 is the
only one that sees a box. Here, R1 will send its proposal of picking B2 to R2
and R3. Then, both robots will send a counter-proposal to R1 and since R2
is the nearest robot to B2, then R1 will decide that R2 should pick it sending
the corresponding messages to R2 and R3.

In [6] we have proposed a set of primitives that facilitates the implemen-
tation of communicative robots. Figure 3 shows a subset of these primitives
that allow both sending messages and retrieving the received ones. The primi-
tive send allows the exchange of meaningful information facilitating the use of
standard Agent Communication Languages. The received messages are auto-
matically queued to be processed whenever the robot decides. The primitives
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Fig. 2. A simple interaction protocol for the cleaning task problem

for retrieving the received messages allow the robots to wait for specific mes-
sages (receive) and also to associate (bind) the arrival of specific messages
with the execution of a particular process.

Primitive: Brief description:

send Sends a message to other agents

receive/3 Waits for a message from another agent

receive/4 Waits for a message for a given period of time

bind Binds the arrival of specific messages to the call of a predicate

unbind Unbinds the association already made

Fig. 3. A brief description of the selected primitives taken from [6]

The code in Figure 4 shows how a robot (in the previous examples R1)
may implement the initiating part of the protocol using the primitives men-
tioned above. Executing the predicate init protocol(Robots,B, D,Result), a
robot will send to it partners (Robots) the proposal that it will pick a box
in a given location (B), also informing its distance (D), and the variable
Result will return which robot may pick the box. The predicate init protocol
will send the appropriate messages and then, it will collect all the answers
(collect answers/3). The predicate decide/4 determines which robot should
pick the box, based on which of them is nearer to the box. That is, if all the
participants of the protocol agree, the robot that should pick the box will be
the initiator (the list of Refused Robots will be empty). Whenever any robot
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sends a counter proposal, this predicate compares all the proposals including
the one made by the initiator of the interaction. Finally, the refusal answers
are sent to those robots that made a counter proposal and were not selected
to pick the box. In the case that the robot selected to pick the box is different
from the initiator, the corresponding agree message is sent.

init_protocol(Robots, box(X,Y), distance(D), Result):- Box=box(X,Y),

send(Robots, [sender(r1), communicative_act(propose), conv_id(ID),

ontology(cleaning_task), content(pick(r1,Box,distance(D)))]),

collect_answers(Robots, ID, Partner_Answers),

decide(Partner_Answers, Decision, Selected_Robot, Refused_Robots),

inform_others(Decision, Selected_Robot, Refused_Robots, ID),

Result = pick(Selected_Robot, box(X,Y)).

inform_others(Decision, self, Refused_Robots, ID) :-

send(Refused_Robots, [sender(r1), communicative_act(refuse),

ontology(cleaning_task), content(Decision), conv_id(ID)]).

inform_others(Decision, Selected_Robot, Refused_Robots, ID) :-

send(Selected_Robot, [sender(r1), communicative_act(agree),

ontology(cleaning_task), content(Decision), conv_id(ID)]),

send(Refused_Robots, [sender(r1), communicative_act(refuse),

ontology(cleaning_task), content(Decision), conv_id(ID)]).

Fig. 4. Sample code for a robot initiating the IP shown in Fig. 2

Figure 5 shows one way in which a robot (for example R2) may imple-
ment the participant part of the protocol. The robot associates the arrival
of proposals to the execution of the predicate consider action(R, B, D, ID),
thus, whenever the robot receives a message with a proposal, the mentioned
predicate will be automatically called. In this predicate, the robot decides
whenever it may agree with the proposal or send a counter proposal. There-
fore, the robot determines the distance between itself and the box, and in
the case that it is nearer than the initiator of the interaction, it will send a
counter proposal. After that, it waits for the answer of its counter proposal
and depending on the decision made by the initiator, it will pick the box or
it will search for a new box (new action/2).

As shown in Figures 4 and 5, we use standard FIPA ACL in the com-
munication among robots. There exist proposals in the literature in which
the messages the robots exchange are defined ad-hoc. Although ad-hoc ap-
proaches facilitates the programming of the robots, these approaches forbid
the interaction among heterogeneous robots.

In order to allow the interaction among heterogeneous robots we decided
to use FIPA ACL and also to define the interaction protocols following FIPA
Standards. Standard agent communication languages (ACLs), like FIPA ACL,
allow agents to effectively communicate and exchange knowledge with other
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:- bind(Robot,[sender(Robot),communicative_act(propose),conv_id(ID),

ontology(cleaning_task), content(pick(R,B,distance(D)))],

consider_action(R,B,D,ID)).

consider_action(Robot, Box, Its_Distance, ID) :-

calculate_distance(Box,My_Distance), My_Distance < Its_Distance,

send(Robot,[sender(r2), receiver(Robot), ontology(cleaning_task),

communicative_act(counter-proposal), conv_id(ID),

content(pick(r2, Box, distance(My_Distance)))]),

receive(Robot,[sender(Robot),receiver(r2),ontology(cleaning_task),

communicative_act(Answer), conv_id(ID), content(Content)]),

new_action(Answer, Box).

consider_action(Robot, Box, Its_Distance, ID) :-

send(Robot,[sender(r2), receiver(Robot), communicative_act(agree),

ontology(cleaning_task), conv_id(ID),

content(pick(Robot,Box,distance(Its_Distance)))]).

new_action(agree, Box) :- do_action(pick(Box)).

new_action(refuse, _ ) :- do_action(search_for_new_box).

Fig. 5. Sample code for a robot participating in the IP shown in Fig. 2

agents despite differences in hardware platforms, operating systems, architec-
tures, programming languages and representation and reasoning systems.

4 Related Work and Conclusions

In this paper we have considered the problem of programming autonomous
mobile robots in a Multi-Robot System. We focus on the development of
heterogeneous multi-robot systems, in which each robot is autonomous and
cooperates in order to achieve a shared task. We have proposed to design
Multi-Robot Systems in a way in which each robot decides the best action for
itself but also considers other robots behavior. The way of designing the robot
behavior tried to maximize the benefit of using communication. We have de-
scribed how to implement an interaction protocol that allows robots to decide
which is the best action to execute. In order to facilitate the programming
of the robots with the ability to communicate with each other, we used a set
of primitives that allow them to interact easily. The interaction among the
robots was carried out through FIPA ACL.

There are numerous contributions concerning decentralized cooperation
among multiple mobile robots. In [1], a decentralized approach for the conflict-
free motion of multiple mobile robots operating in a common 2D workspace
is introduced. The authors propose a framework for cooperation in which the
robots interact in order to coordinate their motions and to resolve local con-
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flicts. In contrast with our approach, in order to accomplish the cooperation,
they define a minimum set of four messages, that is, they define ad-hoc mes-
sages for their domain. As mentioned above, this facilitates the programming
of the robots but also precludes the interaction among heterogeneous robots.

Another approach is presented by [4], corresponding to a distributed archi-
tectural framework that enables multiple physical robot agents to coordinate
high-level tasks in a collaborative manner. Similar to us, they use interaction
to solve interdependency problems, such as conflict of interest and collision
avoidance issues. They also use message passing based on FIPA-ACL to the
robot interaction. In contrast with our approach, they use JADE, a Java Agent
Development Framework, in order to implement the communication among
agents. Our framework is based on Logic Programming (LP), and therefore
sophisticated Knowledge Representation and reasoning formalisms developed
for LP can be easily used.
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